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Minutes of St Mary’s Island Residents’ Association Ltd (SMIRA) Residents’ Meeting held at 

the Community Centre on Tuesday 26th March 2019 commencing at 7.30pm 

 

Present: 
 
Chair: Mandy Samrai (MS) 
 
Directors: Yvonne Bishop – (YB) - Treasurer & Glenn Rogers (GR) – Deputy Chair 
 
Attendees: C Charlesworth, J Charlesworth, M Day, B Day, Les Parker, C Ralph, Steve Gargano, Barry 
Woolford, A Brockhurst, J Brockhurst, M Onyoah, N Onyoah, Barbara Southworth, Katy Taylor, 
Simon Taylor, Steve Quayle, Gary Page, John Castle, Barrie Davis, Gordon Blair, Brian Viney, Doreen 
Viney, Jean Huckstepp, Barry Huckstepp, Brenda Broady, Stella Mountney, Alan Bennett, Jean 
Longuet, Chris Rainbow, Steve Kendall, David Low, M Pay, Michaela Sesay. 
 
CMT Representatives: Grant Leathwhite, Dean Marsh. 
 
Guests: Chris Harrison (Community Warden), PCSO Angela Saunders. 
 
Apologies for Absence: John Tower (SMIRA Secretary), Phil Gilley, Glynn Ferris, Sonia Curtis, Janet 
Atkins, Piers Thomson (Conservative candidate – Medway Council), Lisa Ravenshear, Karen Curliss, 
Cllr. Habib Tejan, Julian Perry (CMT CEO) & Allan Sneller. 
 
Abbreviations: CMT – Chatham Maritime Trust, CML – Countryside Maritime Ltd (developers), HCA – Homes and 
Communities Agency (SMI landowner), MDL – MDL Marinas, SMI – St Mary’s Island 
 

Secretary’s Note: 
A list of Questions and Answers (abbreviated if necessary) from the meeting can be found in 
Appendix A. Poll Results from the meeting can be found in Appendix B and follow ups in Appendix C. 
Full information regarding all of the above is still recorded below. 
 
Agenda item 01: Opening of the meeting 
Mandy Samrai (MS) welcomed everyone to the meeting and asked for respect and good conduct 
throughout. She pointed out the questions submitted by residents prior to the meeting that required 
CMT input had been passed on in advance to allow any required information to be gathered. 
 
MS also reiterated that the SMIRA Board look to take their lead from the Community, not vice versa. 
We are ‘One Island, One Community, One Voice’.  
MS also outlined the new SMIRA approach as follows: 
• Passionate about promoting resident voice and ensuring it is heard 
• Promote the work of local groups 
• Where possible lead on delivering community events 
• Where possible support our community and CMT to deliver community events 
• Where possible seek to link educational opportunities with community events 
• Seek different ways to hear resident voice 
• Promote Resident led content for resident meetings 
 
Finally, MS stated that the Board are looking to communicate in as many different was as possible to 
reach the widest audience, from the traditional physical Notice Boards and mailings through 
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Facebook, E-mail, Twitter and new Drop-In events. The Board will take its lead from the Community 
saying what it wants SMIRA to be doing. 
 
Agenda item 02: SMI Ward Councillors Surgery 
MS advised that although Cllr Habib had sent his apologies for the meeting, he would like residents 
to be aware of Ward Councillors Surgery on the 3rd Monday of every month held from 6.30pm-
8.00pm in the Community Centre. All residents are welcome to attend. 
 
Agenda item 03: Minutes of the previous meeting 
MS asked if the previous minutes dated November 2018 could be taken as read. There were no 
objections. 
 
Agenda item 04: Matters Arising 
There were no matters arising. 
 
Agenda item 05: Treasurers Report 
The Treasurers Report had already been circulated both onto the SMIRA website and via the e-mail 
mailing list. Yvonne Bishop (YB) presented an abridged version that concluded that SMIRA had no 
money. The SMIRA budget is funded by CMT and has traditionally been approved at the CMT Board 
with the meeting falling before the start of the Financial Year. This year, however, SMIRA were 
refused the opportunity to present the budget at the CMT meeting of 1st March 2019 and the matter 
was referred to the Finance Committee meeting on the 8th May. 
 
AO5/Q1 - Resident at the meeting question: What was transferred from the previous Board? 
YB stated the bank account was transferred with £125.83 in it. All of this was taken up with spending 
already committed to by the previous Board (such as meeting fees, website etc) and, in fact, there 
was further spending needed that was not covered by this or allowed for – the required PAT Test on 
the PA system owned by SMIRA. 
 
As there was no viable SMIRA budget, YB stated that this meant the Community needed to decide 
the way forward for the planned Easter Egg Hunt. The options are 

• to crowd-fund the required Public Liability Insurance for the amount of £310 (£60 for £1m cover 
for the Insurance plus up £250 excess) 

• ask participants to sign a waiver or cancel the event. However, Dean Marsh advised this was not 
a legally viable option; so, this option had to be discounted on the night. 

• cancel the event entirely 
 
YB asked for a vote to be taken. (Note: The results following are slightly out of sequence but 
pertinent to this portion of the minutes.) The initial vote was 6 to Cancel, 10 for Waivers and 8 to 
Crowdfund. Dean Marsh, however, stated that he did not believe that the Waiver option was legally 
viable.  

 
The result of the resident vote on the two available options were: 

• 10 for Cancel 

• 11 to Crowdfund.  
 
At this point, a resident stated that he had done a lot of work with CML and he would ask for 
sponsorship for this event from them. YB stated that she was happy for him to approach CML to do 
so. MS said that any money CML provided over and above the actual requirements for the Easter Egg 
Hunt would be held over for other Community Events and the Board would come back to residents 
on decisions on how to spend this fund. 
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Post Meeting Update: Steve Kendall was successful in getting money from CML to sponsor the 
Easter Egg Hunt. Thanks from the Board for this have been posted on various social media platforms. 
 
Agenda item 06: Questions on the Treasurers Report 
 
AO6/Q1 - Resident at the meeting question: CMT are supposed to provide SMIRA with funds – 
have they changed that requirement? 
YB – The SMIRA budget was submitted on time and she has no idea why they were refused leave to 
present it and have it referred to the Finance Committee on 8th May.  
Follow up question: Are CMT in breach of obligations? YB stated that she did not know if this was 
legally the case. 
 
AO6/Q2 - Resident at the meeting question: Do SMIRA representatives on the CMT Board have 
access to all CMT Minutes since they are not made public? 
YB – The Finance Committee publishes no minutes at all. She has been invited to join this 
Committee, but the invitation has not been ratified and so she currently has no access to such 
information. 
 
AO6/Q3 - Resident at the meeting question: It seems that CMT are trying to shut SMIRA down and 
they wondered why that was. 
MS – SMIRA Board are meeting with various members of the CMT to build better relationships, 
create greater understanding and give insight into key residents’ concerns. So far, SMIRA have met 
with Cllr Vince Maple, Cllr Habib Tejan and are scheduled to meet with Bob Russell from SouthCo. In 
the meantime, the SMIRA Board can only report back to residents the exact financial situation as it 
stands, giving information on current issues and the consequences of such. 
 
There was some discussion over the CMT role and GR was quick to point out that these questions 
could not be asked of Grant Leathwhite or Dean Marsh at meetings (or even Julian Perry, the CEO of 
CMT) as they were purely employees of CMT. All decisions around SMIRA budget were taken at CMT 
Board level.  Residents requested Julian Perry CEO attend next meeting. 
 
AO6/Q4 - Resident at the meeting question: Where has the money from the Community Fund 
gone? 
YB – The money was disbursed prior to the AGM by the previous Board as per the Treasurers Report 
with the money being donated to the Youth Club (£485) and History Group (£400). 
MS – Steve Weston (SMI Resident) organised for a PAT test on the PA system for free and thanks to 
him for doing so. Without this offer, SMIRA could not have afforded to get it done and the Board 
wanted to ensure first and foremost the community was safe when it used the equipment.  The PAT 
test revealed one the leads did not pass the test and this has been removed by SMIRA before the PA 
system was returned to use. 
 
AO6/Q5 - Resident at the meeting question: If the SMIRA Budget is submitted at the CMT Finance 
Committee meeting, does this mean that the money will be handed over? 
Glenn Rogers (GR) – Not necessarily. CMT actually has no statutory duty to pay SMIRA anything and 
have recently been alluding to the fact that they would like SMIRA to become self-sufficient. They 
have, however, provided no details as to any timescales or exactly how they would expect this to 
work. 
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AO6/Q6 - Resident at the meeting question: Why don’t CMT advance £500 in expectation of 
SMIRA Budget approval in order to alleviate the current situation? 
YB – Any funds released are within CMT Board’s control. 
 
A resident at the meeting stated they had completed a lot of work on behalf of CMT and perhaps 
they could propose an advance on the budget in lieu of an invoice for his personal time. 
GR stated that he would follow up on this. YB also said that she was liaising with CMT for non-
monetary assistance, such as the use of the Community Centre rooms as she can see there is an 
unnecessary tax burden on this transaction. 
Post Meeting Update: CMT have now decided that SMIRA will not be charged for use of the 
Community Hall (on a ‘fair usage’ basis), thus ending the situation where CMT would give money to 
SMIRA who would then give it back to CMT for use of the Community Centre rooms. This will also 
reduce the tax burden on this transaction. 
 
AO6/Q7 - Resident at the meeting question: How is it that the ex-Chair of SMIRA (David Taylor) 
can be on the Board of CMT as an Independent member? 
GR – There is some ambiguity over this as GR’s reading of the CMT Rules regarding Board members 
suggests that he is ineligible to hold this position as the rules outline that Board members cannot be 
from the protected area if they had previously held a position on the Board. The current SMIRA 
Board can highlight this to CMT on behalf of residents as they have raised this. 
 
AO6/Q8 - Resident at the meeting question: Why is SMIRA now in the position of having no 
money when there have never been such issues previously? 
MS – All the current Board can do is to present the situation to residents as it is and the 
consequences of no budget. MS also wished to thank Bob Muid for his work over the years as the 
previous Company Secretary and on the SMIRA website. Following the circulation of the Treasurers 
Report, Bob wished to point out that he had often done work at his own expense. 
 
AO6/Q9 - Resident at the meeting question: If the CMT Finance Committee meeting is on the 8th 
May, should the planned next Residents’ Meeting on 7th May be moved back to allow the SMIRA 
Board to report on the outcome of this? 
MS – It is something that can be considered. 
Post Meeting Update: The Board have decided to postpone the planned May 7th Residents’ Meeting 
to May 14th. 
 
AO6/Q10 - Resident at the meeting question: With reference to Grant volunteering to attend the 
Easter Egg Hunt in order to allow CMT PLI cover to apply, who stopped him. 
MS – Outlined sequence of events of meeting with Dean Marsh and Grant Leathwhite and 
discussions around whether CMT could use their Public Liability Insurance for the Easter Egg Hunt 
event to avoid additional cost.  However, was advised by Dean Marsh that this would require a CMT 
Officer to attend.  Julian Perry (CEO of CMT) confirmed in writing that it would be unfair to ask staff 
to give up more personal time for community events run by SMIRA as they already give up time for 
other CMT led events such as the Bulb Planting.   
Dean Marsh also explained that there were only 3 employees of CMT and that CMT were already 
committed to using them at weekends for CMT Events. The previous Board were able to run events 
under the umbrella of Rotary Club PLI as a number of them were members of Rotary. 
MS – ultimately it comes down to funding. If SMIRA had a budget, the issue would not be arising. 
The current Board wishes to be positive about things, but we have a duty to residents to be 
transparent and ask residents to decide what to do next. 
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AO6/Q11 - Resident at the meeting question: Why has SMIRA conceived events that require 
expenditure before the money has been received? 
YB & GR – The current situation is unprecedented in the fact that the SMIRA budget has always been 
approved by CMT in March and so we have never entered a new financial year without funds. There 
was no reason to believe that this year would be any different, but this has not proved be the case. 
 
Agenda item 07: Saturday Drop-In 
MS wanted to feed back on the results of the first Saturday Drop-In, held at Starbucks Dockside on 
Saturday 16th March. There was an unfortunate attempt to derail this via an anonymous call to the 
manager at Starbucks claiming that Residents’ Meetings often ended in fights and that they should 
reconsider their offer. The manager contacted the Board by email regarding this on the grounds they 
believed it to be malicious and reiterated their offer to host the event. MS gave thanks to those who 
attended and offers were made at the meeting from Milla Onyiah regarding social media & 
marketing skills plus two offers of resident led presentations by Milla Onyiah and Jane Charlesworth 
at future residents’ meetings, along with Easter Egg donations. 
 
A poll was held regarding the timings of any future Saturday Drop-In and there was unanimous 
agreement that any time on a Saturday was suitable. MS said that there is also still an active poll on 
the SMIRA Facebook page for the same question. GR also said that he would look for alternate 
venues so as not to impose too much on a single location. 
Post the meeting:  The next Saturday drop in has been arranged for Saturday 27 April 2019 at the 
Atlas Café, Atlas Place, SMI, 2 – 4 pm. 
 
Agenda item 08: Litter Picking 
This was a resident led presentation by Charlotte Ralph. Following her Facebook post about litter 
around the Island. Supported by MS, she met with Dean Marsh & Grant Leathwhite to discuss this a 
possible litter event. CMT Is working with the Living River Foundation (LRF) who are looking to get 
data regarding litter in and around rivers. They aim to raise awareness of the issue and the idea that 
we should take responsibility for our environment. Charlotte is signing up as an Ambassador for LRF. 
 
Dean Marsh stated that LRF have a lot of experience of organising events such as this and carry all 
the relevant insurance etc. The idea has been put in motion to hold a Litter Picking event on Friday 
12th April (since confirmed) at 09.15am along with the landscape contractors Gavin Jones. This will 
be on a Friday and so CMT staff will be in attendance. Equipment and a safety briefing will be 
provided to anyone who wishes to take part.  
 
Charlotte Ralph will update residents on planning for the estate wide litter event and education 
around environmental waste at a future meeting. 
 
AO8/Q1 - Resident at the meeting question: Could be held at a weekend to expand the number of 
people that would be able to attend?  
Dean stated that this was a perfectly possible option and that they would look to arrange further 
events at weekends if practicable. 
 
AO8/Q2 - Resident at the meeting question: Rubbish from the CML building site was causing an 
issue. They had spoken to the MD of CML South and they would now do a litter walk every Friday. 
Could CMT do the same as some of the fencing in areas is down? 
DEAN MARSH said that he would follow this up as it is not CMT land. 
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Chris Harrison (Community Warden for Medway Council) said that there was a Keep Britain Tidy 
weekend running over 12/13/14 April and that the Council would be happy to help out on any event 
if asked. 
 
AO8/Q3 - Resident at the meeting question: About the rubbish blowing from the Persimmon 
development on Colonial Wharf into the Basins. What can be done? 
Dean Marsh said that he would follow this up as it is not CMT land. 
 
Both GR and MS gave their thanks to Steve Kendall for all the work that he has recently done with 
CML to keep the island and the local environment as good as it can be for everyone. 
 
Agenda item 09: Neighbourhood Watch Update 
GR updated the meeting saying that they were looking at implementing an Island-wide scheme. 
Neighbourhood Watch is more than just looking out for crime, it is more about just looking out for 
people nearby including the elderly and vulnerable. MS said that at the moment Neighbourhood 
Watch is limited to only 3 sectors of SMI out of 14 and that the long-term aim would be to get them 
all covered. 
 
A resident said that she has recently moved back onto SMI and noticed that there were no longer 
any security patrols. She said that there had been an attempted break in near her. Dean Marsh said 
that this was not a regular thing and that the stopping of the security patrols happened when the 
security contract was changed 5 years ago. Previously, it had been more about securing the land but 
this has now moved to CCTV, ad hoc callouts and a nightly patrol. Some of the money saved had 
been used to secure the full-time services of a PCSO and CMT believe that this works well for the 
residents overall. 
 
AO9/Q1 - Resident at the meeting question: A resident asked about the deterrent factor of the 
security patrols rather than the prosecution of offenders after the fact. He asked exactly what we 
were paying for from our Rent Charge? 
Dean stated that the contract covers 24-hour CCTV and security will respond to anything that they 
see and/or report it to the Police or PCSO. Grant Leathwhite said that he used to be part of the 
Security patrols but that it had to be understood that they had very limited powers to do anything. 
He gave an example of how the CCTV coverage was successfully used in 2018 to prosecute a people 
smuggler involved in the sex trade. He also explained that they cannot publicise a lot of the things 
that they are picking up due to the ongoing nature of many investigations. Once the investigations 
are closed, then they can be publicised. 
 
MS said she has spoken to Dean Marsh previously about providing data on types of crime handled 
each month rather than specific cases, so resident could understand what types of actions were 
being taken, without impacting on any ongoing investigations.  Dean Marsh to look into this further. 
 
MS said that CMT could provide residents with more tailored information that pertained to SMI 
rather than the entire Chatham Maritime Estate so that the security aspect could be more easily 
understood. GR also said that River Ward had a dubious reputation in terms of crime however SMI is 
actually a very safe place to live compared to other parts of the ward. Dean Marsh to look into this 
further. 
 
A resident asked why there were so few people on Dean Marsh’s Island Walks. At the last one, only 
she and her husband attended. MS said if no-one attends such events, resident voices will not be 
heard and that to make things better there had to be active participation.  Therefore, rolling out the 
SMIRA Boards new initiatives such as Sector Representatives will help support this. 
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Agenda item 10: Speed watch Update 

GR said that the Speedwatch equipment was looked after by CMT but was ours to use whenever we 
wanted to. There must be a minimum of three people in order to set up and use the equipment and 
that we currently had seven trained people. It is generally accepted that a good number of trained 
people is 15-20 to allow regular monitoring to be set up and that it would be publicised to try and 
get more volunteers. 
 
Agenda item 11: CMT Q&A – Questions from Residents – Various sources 
MS had compiled a list of pre-submitted question by residents from various sources and all have 
been sent to CMT and Cllr Habib prior to the meeting to try and give answers at the meeting, rather 
than CMT or Cllr Habib having to report back in the future. 
 
A11/Q1 – Submitted via Residents’ Drop-In 
SMI is changing and all the maps seem to be out of date. Can we have some updated maps please? 
Dean Marsh has some new maps and will look to make them available in as many forms as possible. 
Centre. Cllr Tejan – response by email - In my role as a trustee, I will raise this with the Chief 
Executive of CMT. 
 
A11/Q2 – A follow up question was asked by a resident at the meeting regarding the specific dowry 
for the Shark Park. Dean did not have specific figures available and that it was part of an overall 
dowry that included the Community 
 
A11/Q3 – Submitted via Residents’ Drop-In 
Why are all the road signs different and is a consistent approach going to be undertaken? 
Dean Marsh said that Cllr. Tejan had responded to this saying that the design of the signs was a 
special ‘Heritage’ design. The council had replaced some signs in the past but that they may not be 
changing them again in the near future, He did, however, say that he would follow up with the 
Highways Department of Medway Council to find out what any plans may be. 
Cllr Tejan – response by email - This appears to be part of the design concept of the development. 
However, I will arrange a meeting with the road adoption manager at Medway Council to ascertain 
how we can resolve this, as the signs become due for renewal. 
 
A11/Q4 –  – Submitted via Residents’ Drop-In 
Due to a bus going down Restharrow Way and having extreme difficulty getting back out, can 
signage advise that a road is a no-through route and effectively full of cul-de-sacs?  
Again, Dean Marsh said that Cllr. Tejan is taking this up with Medway Council. 
Cllr Tejan – response by email - I will arrange a meeting with the road adoption manager at Medway 
Council to ascertain how we can resolve this. Obviously, there are costs implication that needs to be 
considered. 
 
A11/Q5 – Submitted via Residents’ Drop-In 
Are there any plans for the piece of land adjacent to the Fishing Village? 
Dean Marsh said that the land is owned by Peel Ports and that he has no knowledge of any plans 
right now. If Peel Ports do wish to do anything with it, it would have to go through the normal 
planning consent process. Cllr Tejan – response by email - This is an amenity space 
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A11/Q6 – Submitted via Facebook 
What is the situation with the planned dedicated parking and drop-off area for the school? The 
land show on the plans next to the assisted living flats is now fenced off. The plans show a path 
through to the ‘Rainbow Crossing’. 
Dean Marsh said that this CML area is still under development and that although there is no current 
access the plans are still valid once the development is completed. 
Cllr Habib – response by email - This matter sits with the School and Medway Council Highways and 
involves considerate costs. Awaiting updates from Highway albeit, we welcome ideas. 
 
A11/Q7 – Resident at the meeting question: What is the standard of parking around the school 
area and crossing during school run times? 
Dean said that this was not a CMT issue as the roads are adopted and fall under Medway Council 
jurisdiction. He will, however, speak to Mrs Easton the Headteacher to publicise to the children that 
the Rainbow Crossing is not an official crossing but rather a visible place to cross the road. Chris 
Harrison said that he would talk to Medway Road Safety. 
 
A11/Q8 – Resident at the meeting question: What are the parking arrangements around Sectors 
14 & 15. 
Dean Marsh said that all parking was down to the applied planning permission, with most residents 
in that area only having a single parking space, the visitor parking was most likely to be used by 
residents. 
 
A11/Q9 – Submitted via Facebook 
Can CMT update the meeting on the implementation of the Azure CCTV and why it has been 
delayed? 
Dean Marsh said that the original plan was from 2015. When the CCTV came to be implemented, it 
was found that the correct infrastructure (electrical pillar, power supply, network links, etc) had not 
been put in by CML. CMT are trying to push them to install it, but currently cannot give a timescale. 
 
A11/Q10 – Submitted via Facebook 
Although some rubbish has been cleared from the basins after the high winds, there is still a lot 
there. What are the plans to complete this work? 
Dean Marsh said that they always work to clear rubbish when it is seen or notified to them. They 
have no jurisdiction over Basin 1 as it is the commercial dock, but CMT are making representations 
to the relevant parties. 
Cllr Tejan – response by email - I asked the environmental officer at Medway Council to investigate 
and received update as below; 

• CML apologise for any inconvenience this may have caused yourselves, the residents & of course 
the harbour management team. They said “we take pride in the fact that we take every 
opportunity to engage with the local residents and community and keeping our relationships 
with them good at all times, and will take whatever steps necessary to continue that good 
relationship”. 

• Officers provided CML with advice and understanding of the reasons given regarding EPS 
(Expanded polystyrene) having been blown into the Harbour Basin and the following was 
confirmed; 

• Countryside Maritime have already taken steps to prevent further problems with the EPS from 
being blown into the harbour. 

 
Post Meeting Update: the basin area has now been cleared of rubbish, an estate walk has been 
carried out with GR, Grant Leathwhite and residents reviewed the fencing and rubbish around the 
construction site 
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A11/Q11 – Submitted via Facebook 
Are the chemicals being used for the weed spraying pet friendly? 
Dean Marsh said that all the chemicals used must comply with environmental legislation and a 
commensurate risk assessment as mandated by the Environment Agency. So, in short, yes they are 
pet friendly. 
 
There then followed questions from residents at the meeting: 
 
A11/Q12 - Why there were so few people on CMT (Dean Marsh’s) last Island Walks? 
MS stated, if no-one attends such events, their voices will not be heard and that to make things 
better there had to be active participation. 
 
A11/Q13 - What is the progress on the new CMT offices? 
Dean Marsh said that the building work had been sent out to tender by the company overseeing the 
project. There was no start date as yet, but the basic timeline is that CMT must vacate the offices in 
The Observatory by the 9th June 2019. They are currently negotiating temporary office space and the 
aim is to have the new offices built by December 2019. 
 
A11/Q14 - What is the status of the plans for Machine Shop No.8? 
Dean Marsh said that this was a Homes England & Outlet Centre joint venture to build a Climbing 
Centre including a climbing wall. This was, however, currently on hold due to funding issues with no 
further updates available. Dean did confirm that the green area around the site would become 
parking for the Climbing Centre. 
 
A11/Q15 - Why are these meetings now being referred to as Residents’ Meetings and not Board 
Meetings? With the current Board talking about transparency, it would appear that having Board 
Meetings behind closed doors is not transparent. 
YB replied that the meetings are now named in accordance with SMIRA Limited articles of 
association. These meetings have never actually been Board Meetings, they were just referred to as 
such in the past. 
MS also said that SMIRA Board Meetings deal with administration, developing new initiatives and 
similar subjects. The Board will not make any decisions on budget expenditure or any key policy 
change without agreement from the residents, nor will they agree to any policy being imposed from 
outside without prior notification to residents. 
 
A11/Q16 - When is the next Island Walk planned? 
Dean Marsh said that he would organise this if interest were shown. CMT were always available to 
answer questions from individuals if required. MS said that the idea of Sector Representatives to act 
as a conduit between SMIRA and CMT was being developed and would be brought to residents at a 
future meeting. 
 
A11/Q17 - What is happening with the lights on Central Walk in terms of the number, brightness, 
shading etc? 
Dean Marsh to take this action away and advise residents once answer was established. 
 
A11/Q18 - What plans do SMIRA have to raise funds given the current situation? 
YB said that she was working to secure funds from CMT. CMT have alluded to SMIRA becoming self-
funding but have provided no details as to how and when. 
 
Agenda item 12: Closing of the Meeting 
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MS gave her thanks to all of those who had attended. She also restated that the SMIRA Board can 
only be successful with residents’ support. The next meeting is currently scheduled for 7th May, but 
may be rescheduled to after the CMT Finance Committee meeting on the 8th May to allow the 
results of the SMIRA Budget request to be presented to the meeting. 
Post meeting update:  The meeting has now been moved to the 14 May 2019, 7.30 pm at SMI 
Community Centre. 
 
As the Board wants to promote resident led and local groups content at meetings, the draft agenda 
for next time is currently shaping up to include presentations by  

• Natural England on the Coastal Path consultation,  

• By the University of the 3rd Age on their courses (Jane Charlesworth) 

• By Phil Bungay on the local Parkinson’s Group.  

• There may also be a presentation on social media awareness (Milla Oniyah) 
 
MS advised that Cllr Tejan has stated that, if re-elected as Ward Councillor on 2 May 2019 local 
elections, he will attend for the Q&A session.  MS will also request attendance from CEO Julian Perry 
as residents have requested this. 
 
MS also confirmed she would include the PowerPoint presentation used at the meeting as an 
attachment for the minutes (for reference) as it included various images relating to the pre 
submitted questions. 
 
The meeting was closed at 9.40pm. 
 
Appendix A – Full list of questions and answers from meeting 
Appendix B – Meeting poll and vote results 
Appendix C – Follow up actions 
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Appendix A: Full list of Questions and Answers from meeting 
 
A05/Q1 - What money was transferred from the previous Board? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 05/19 – Treasurers Report 
Answered by: YB 
Answer: The bank account was transferred with £125.83 in it. All of this was taken up with spending 
already committed to by the previous Board (such as meeting fees, website etc) and, in fact, there 
was further spending needed that was not covered by this or allowed for – the required PAT Test on 
the PA system owned by SMIRA. 
 
A06/Q1 - CMT are supposed to provide SMIRA with funds – have they changed that requirement? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report  
Answered by: YB 
Answer: YB – The SMIRA budget was submitted on time and she has no idea why they were refused 
leave to present it and have it referred to the Finance Committee on 8th May.  
Follow up question: Are CMT in breach of obligations? YB stated that she did not know if this was 
legally the case. 
 
A06/Q2 - Question: Do SMIRA representatives on the CMT Board have access to all CMT minutes 
since they are not made public? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: YB 
Answer: The Finance Committee publishes no minutes at all. She has been invited to join this 
Committee, but the invitation has not been ratified and so she currently has no access to such 
information. 
 
A06/Q3 - It seems that CMT are trying to shut SMIRA down and they wondered why that was? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: MS 
Answer: The SMIRA Board are meeting with various members of the CMT to build better 
relationships, create greater understanding and give insight into key residents’ concerns. So far, 
SMIRA have met with Cllr Vince Maple, Cllr Habib Tejan and are scheduled to meet with Bob Russell 
from SouthCo. In the meantime, the SMIRA Board can only report back to residents the exact 
financial situation as it stands, giving information on current issues and the consequences of such. 
 
A06/Q4 - Where has the money from the Community Fund gone? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: YB 
Answer: YB – The money was disbursed prior to the AGM by the previous Board as per the 
Treasurers Report with the money being donated to the Youth Club (£485) and History Group 
(£400). 
 
A06/Q5 - If the SMIRA Budget is submitted at the CMT Finance Committee meeting, does this 
mean that the money will be handed over? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: GR 
Answer: Not necessarily. CMT actually has no statutory duty to pay SMIRA anything and have 
recently been alluding to the fact that they would like SMIRA to become self-sufficient. They have, 
however, provided no details as to any timescales or exactly how they would expect this to work. 
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A06/Q6 - Why don’t CMT advance £500 in expectation of SMIRA Budget approval in order to 
alleviate the current situation? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: YB 
Answer: Any funds released are within CMT Board’s control. 
 
A06/Q7 - How is it that the ex-Chair of SMIRA (David Taylor) can be on the Board of CMT as an 
Independent member? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: GR 
Answer: There is some ambiguity over this as GR’s reading of the CMT Rules regarding Board 
members suggests that he is ineligible to hold this position as the rules outline that Board members 
cannot be from the protected area if they had previously held a position on the Board. The current 
SMIRA Board can highlight this to CMT on behalf of residents as they have raised this. 
 
A06/Q8 - Why is SMIRA now in the position of having no money when there have never been such 
issues previously? 
Asked via: Resident at meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: MS 
Answer: All the current Board can do is to present the situation to residents as it is and the 
consequences of no budget. MS also wished to thank Bob Muid for his work over the years as the 
previous Company Secretary and on the SMIRA website. Following the circulation of the Treasurers 
Report, Bob wished to point out that he had often done work at his own expense. 
 
A06/Q9 - If the CMT Finance Committee meeting is on the 8th May, should the planned next 
Residents’ Meeting on 7th May be moved back to allow the SMIRA Board to report on the outcome 
of this? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: MS 
Answer: It is something to be considered. 
Note: Subsequently postponed to 14th May 2019. 
 
A06/Q10 - With reference to Grant Leathwhite volunteering to attend the Easter Egg Hunt in order 
to allow CMT PLI cover to apply, who stopped him. 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: MS & Dean Marsh 
Answer: MS – Outlined sequence of events of meeting with Dean Marsh and Grant Leathwhite and 
discussions around whether CMT could use their Public Liability Insurance for the Easter Egg Hunt 
event to avoid additional cost.  However, was advised by Dean Marsh that this would require a CMT 
Officer to attend.  Julian Perry (CEO of CMT) confirmed in writing that it would be unfair to ask staff 
to give up more personal time for community events run by SMIRA as they already give up time for 
other CMT led events such as the Bulb Planting.   
Dean Marsh also explained that there were only 3 employees of CMT and that CMT were already 
committed to using them at weekends for CMT Events.  
 
A06/Q11 - Why has SMIRA conceived events that require expenditure before the money has been 
received? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 06/19 – Questions on the Treasurers Report 
Answered by: YB & GR 
Answer: The current situation is unprecedented in the fact that the SMIRA budget has always been 
approved by CMT in March and so we have never entered a new financial year without funds. There 
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was no reason to believe that this year would be any different, but this has not proved not be the 
case. 
 
A08/Q1 - Could the litter picking event be held at a weekend? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 08/19 – Litter Picking 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: This is a perfectly possible option and that they would look to arrange further events at 
weekends if practicable. 
 
A08/Q2 - Rubbish from the CML building site was causing an issue. They had spoken to the MD of 
CML South and they would now do a litter walk every Friday. Could CMT do the same as some of 
the fencing in areas is down? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 08/19 – Litter Picking 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: DEAN MARSH said that he would follow this up as it is not CMT land. 
 
A08/Q3 - About the rubbish blowing from the Persimmon development on Colonial Wharf into the 
Basins. What can be done? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 08/19 – Litter Picking 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Dean Marsh said that he would follow this up as it is not CMT land. 
 
A09/Q1 - What about the deterrent factor of the security patrols rather than the prosecution of 
offenders after the fact? What we were paying for from our Rent Charge? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 09/19 – Neighbourhood Watch update 
Answered by: Dean Marsh & Grant Leathwhite. 
Answer: DEAN MARSH: The contract covers 24 hour CCTV and security will respond to anything that 
they see and/or report it to the Police or PCSO. 
GL:  Security personnel had very limited powers to do anything. He gave an example of how the 
CCTV coverage was successfully used in 2018 to prosecute a people smuggler involved in the sex 
trade.  
 
A11/Q1 - Pre submitted: SMI is changing and all the maps seem to be out of date. Can we have 
some updated maps please? 
Asked via: Submitted via Resident Drop-in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh and Cllr Tejan (by email) 
Answer: New maps exist and will look to be made available in as many forms as possible.  Cllr Tejan 
to raise this with Chief Executive of CMT. 
 
A11/Q2 - What is the specific dowry for the Shark Park? 
Asked via: Following up question post question 1 from resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – 
CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: DEAN MARSH did not have specific figures available and that it was part of an overall dowry 
that included the Community Centre. 
 
A11/Q3 - Pre submitted: Why are all the road signs different and is a consistent approach going to 
be undertaken? 
Asked via: Submitted via Resident Drop-in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh and Cllr Tejan (via email) 
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Answer: DEAN MARSH said Cllr. Tejan had responded to this saying that the design of the signs was a 
special ‘Heritage’ design. The council had replaced some signs in the past but that they may not be 
changing them again in the near future, He did, however, say that he would follow up with the 
Highways Department of Medway Council to find out what any plans may be. 
 
A11/Q4 - Pre submitted: Due to a bus going down Restharrow Way and having extreme difficulty 
getting back out, can signage advise that a road is a no-through route and effectively full of cul-de-
sacs? 
Asked via: Submitted via Resident Drop-in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh and Cllr Tejan (via email) 
Answer: Again, Dean Marsh said that Cllr. Tejan is taking this up with Medway Council. 
 
A11/Q5 - Pre submitted: Are there any plans for the piece of land adjacent to the Fishing Village? 
Asked via: Submitted via Resident Drop-in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh and Cllr Tejan (via email) 
Answer: The land is owned by Peel Ports and that he has no knowledge of any plans right now. If 
Peel Ports do wish to do anything with it, it would have to go through the normal planning consent 
process.  Cllr Tejan – response by email – This is an amenity space. 
 
A11/Q6 - Pre submitted: What is the situation with the planned dedicated parking and drop-off 
area for the school? The land show on the plans next to the assisted living flats is now fenced off. 
The plans show a path through to the ‘Rainbow Crossing’. 
Asked via: Submitted via Facebook in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh and Cllr Tejan (via email) 
Answer: This is a CML area is still under development and that although there is no current access 
the plans are still valid once the development is completed. Cllr Habib – response by email - This 
matter sits with the School and Medway Council Highways and involves considerate costs. Awaiting 
updates from Highway albeit, we welcome ideas. 
 
A11/Q7 - What can be done about the standard of parking around the school area and crossing 
during school run times? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh, Chris Harrison, Cllr Tejan (via email) 
Answer: Dean Marsh – This is not a CMT issue as the roads are adopted and fall under Medway 
Council jurisdiction. He will, however, speak to Mrs Easton the Headteacher to publicise to the 
children that the Rainbow Crossing is not an official crossing but rather a visible place to cross the 
road. 
 
A11/Q8 - What are the parking arrangements around Sectors 14 & 15? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: All parking was down to the applied planning permission, With most residents in that area 
only having a single parking space, the visitor parking was most likely to be used by residents. 
 
A11/Q9 - Pre submitted: Can CMT update the meeting on the implementation of the Azure CCTV 
and why it has been delayed? 
Asked via: Submitted via Facebook in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: The original plan was from 2015. When the CCTV came to be implemented, it was found 
that the correct infrastructure (electrical pillar, power supply, network links, etc) had not been put in 
by CML. CMT are trying to push them to install it, but currently cannot give a timescale. 
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A11/Q10 - Pre submitted: Although some rubbish has been cleared from the basins after the high 
winds, there is still a lot there. What are the plans to complete this work? 
Asked via: Submitted via Facebook in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh and Cllr Tejan (via email) 
Answer: They always work to clear rubbish when it is seen or notified to them. They have no 
jurisdiction over Basin 1 as it is the commercial dock, but CMT are making representations to the 
relevant parties. Cllr Tejan – response by email - I asked the environmental officer at Medway 
Council to investigate and received update as below; 

• CML apologise for any inconvenience this may have caused yourselves, the residents & of course 
the harbour management team. They said “we take pride in the fact that we take every 
opportunity to engage with the local residents and community and keeping our relationships 
with them good at all times, and will take whatever steps necessary to continue that good 
relationship”. 

• Officers provided CML with advice and understanding of the reasons given regarding EPS 
(Expanded polystyrene) having been blown into the Harbour Basin and the following was 
confirmed; 

• Countryside Maritime have already taken steps to prevent further problems with the EPS from 
being blown into the harbour. 

 
A11/Q11 - Pre submitted: Are the chemicals being used for the weed spraying pet friendly? 
Asked via: Submitted via Facebook in for item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: All the chemicals used must comply with environmental legislation and a commensurate 
risk assessment as mandated by the Environment Agency. So, in short, yes they are pet friendly. 
 
A11/Q12 - Why there were so few people on CMT (Dean Marsh’s) last Island Walks? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: MS. 
Answer: If no-one attends such events, their voices will not be heard and that to make things better 
there had to be active participation. 
 
A11/Q13 - What is the progress on the new CMT offices? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: The building work had been sent out to tender by the company overseeing the project. 
There was no start date as yet, but the basic timeline is that CMT must vacate the offices in The 
Observatory by the 9th June 2019. They are currently negotiating temporary office space and the aim 
is to have the new offices built by December 2019. 
 
A11/Q14 - What is the status of the plans for Machine Shop No.8? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: This is a Homes England & Outlet Centre joint venture to build a Climbing Centre including a 
climbing wall. Currently on hold due to funding issues with no further updates available. The green 
area around the site will become parking for the Climbing Centre. 
 
A11/Q15 - Question: Why are these meetings now being referred to as Residents’ Meetings and 
not Board Meetings? With the current Board talking about transparency, it would appear that 
having Board Meetings behind closed doors is not transparent. 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
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Answered by: YB & MS 
Answer: YB - the meetings are now named in accordance with SMIRA Ltd’s articles of association. 
These meetings have never actually been Board Meetings, they were just referred to as such in the 
past. 
MS - Board Meetings deal with administration and similar subjects. The Board will not make any 
policy without agreement from the residents, nor will they agree to policy being imposed from 
outside without prior notification to the residents. 
 
A11/Q16 - When is the next Island Walk planned? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: This would be organised this if interest were shown. CMT were always available to answer 
questions from individuals if required 
 
A11/Q17 - What is happening with the lights on Central Walk in terms of the number, brightness, 
shading etc? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A  
Answered by: Dean Marsh 
Answer: This will be followed up individually 
 
A11/Q18 - What plans do SMIRA have to raise funds given the current situation? 
Asked via: Resident at the meeting during item 11/19 – CMT Q&A 
Answered by: YB 
Answer: We are working to secure funds from CMT. CMT have alluded to SMIRA becoming self-
funding but have provided no details as to how and when. 
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Appendix B: Meeting poll and vote results 

 

Vote 2 question: What Options should SMIRA take regarding the Easter Egg Hunt, with the signing 
of Waivers not being available to us? 
Cancel the Event: 10 votes 
Crowdfund the Insurance: 11 votes 
 
Poll 2 question: What time should the Residents’ Saturday Drop-In take place? 
Anytime: Unanimous 
Morning only: 0 votes 
Afternoon only: 0 votes 
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Appendix C: Follow Up Actions 

 
AO5/06: A resident at the meeting stated they had completed a lot of work on behalf of CMT and 
perhaps they could propose an advance on the budget in lieu of an invoice for his personal time. 
Action: GR stated that he would follow up on this.  
 
Agenda item 6: Item:  MS to invite Julian Perry (CEO) of CMT to next meeting at resident’s request. 
Action: MS to invite Julian Perry. 
 
A06/Q7 - How is it that the ex-Chair of SMIRA (David Taylor) can be on the Board of CMT as an 
Independent member? 
Action: The current SMIRA Board can highlight this to CMT on behalf of residents as they have raised 
this. 
 
AO6/Q9 - Resident at the meeting question: If the CMT Finance Committee meeting is on the 8th 
May, should the planned next Residents’ Meeting on 7th May be moved back to allow the SMIRA 
Board to report on the outcome of this? 
MS – It is something that can be considered. 
Post Meeting Update: The Board have decided to postpone the planned May 7th Residents’ Meeting 
to May 14th. 
 
Agenda item 7: Alternate venues for Residents’ Saturday Drop-In to be investigated 
Action: GR 
Post Meeting Update: The Atlas Café, Atlas Place was utilised for the resident drop on 27 April 2019. 
 
Agenda item 8: Feedback on Litter Picking Event at future meeting. 
Action: Charlotte Ralph 
 
AO8/Q2 - Resident at the meeting question: Rubbish from the CML building site was causing an 
issue. They had spoken to the MD of CML South and they would now do a litter walk every Friday. 
Could CMT do the same as some of the fencing in areas is down? 
Action: Dean Marsh said that he would follow this up as it is not CMT land. 
 
AO8/Q3 - Resident at the meeting question: About the rubbish blowing from the Persimmon 
development on Colonial Wharf into the Basins. What can be done? 
Dean Marsh said that he would follow this up as it is not CMT land. 
 
AO9/Q1 - MS said she has spoken to Dean Marsh previously about providing data on types of crime 
handled each month rather than specific cases, so resident could understand what types of actions 
were being taken, without impacting on any ongoing investigations.   
Action: Dean Marsh to look into this further. 
 
AO9/Q1 - MS said that CMT could provide residents with more tailored information that pertained 
to SMI rather than the entire Chatham Maritime Estate so that the security aspect could be more 
easily understood. GR also said that River Ward had a dubious reputation in terms of crime however 
SMI is actually a very safe place to live compared to other parts of the ward.  
Action: Dean Marsh to look into this further. 
 
A11/Q1 - Pre submitted: SMI is changing and all the maps seem to be out of date. Can we have 
some updated maps please? 
Action: Cllr Tejan to raise this with Chief Executive of CMT. 
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A11/Q3 - Pre submitted: Why are all the road signs different and is a consistent approach going to 
be undertaken? 
Action: Cllr. Tejan to follow up with the Highways Department of Medway Council to find out what 
any plans may be. 
 
A11/Q4 - Pre submitted: Due to a bus going down Restharrow Way and having extreme difficulty 
getting back out, can signage advise that a road is a no-through route and effectively full of cul-de-
sacs? 
Action: Cllr. Tejan is taking this up with Medway Council. 
 
A11/Q7 - What can be done about the standard of parking around the school area and crossing 
during school run times? 
Action: Dean Marsh – This is not a CMT issue as the roads are adopted and fall under Medway 
Council jurisdiction. He will, however, speak to Mrs Easton the Headteacher to publicise to the 
children that the Rainbow Crossing is not an official crossing but rather a visible place to cross the 
road. 
 
A11/Q17 - What is happening with the lights on Central Walk in terms of the number, brightness, 
shading etc? 
Action: Dean Marsh - This will be followed up individually 
 
 


